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Abstract. The paper is devoted to a description of quantum group structures in
the geometric quantization of a self-interacting string eld, which appear under a
transition from a tree-level of the theory to the account of loop eects in nonpertur-
bative quantum eld theory of strings.
Theory of strings, which is the most perspective approach to the unication of
Standard Model and its supergeneralizations with quantum gravity in the unied
consistent theory of elementary particles and their interactions, exists in two forms:
as a theory of the rst quantized strings (string quantum mechanics) and as a string
eld theory (theory of the second quantized strings) [1,2]. One of the advantages
of the rst approach besides the technical circumstances is the clarity of a geomet-
rical description of the particle interactions, whereas its essential deciencies are,
rst, a diculty of the consistent account of the nonperturbative eects, second,
the explicit dependence of the formulation of theory on metric and topology of the
background. Both diculties obstruct to use the theory as for the problems of
quantum gravity as for the unied quantum description of gravity and Yang-Mills
elds of Standard Model and its supergeneralizations. The second approach com-
bining string and quantum eld ones is free of such disadvantages (and, moreover,
is of interest for the quantum eld theory of vortices in the quantum fluids), but,
its comparative diculty and awkwardness in the concerete computations as well
as abundance of heterogeneous and unrelated directly concepts made its applica-
tions very inconvenient. In the author’s papers [3] (see also [4]) there was given a
unied formalism for the string eld theory based on the geometric quantization,
which allowed to connect other known approaches, for example, the Witten’s poly-
nomial (cubic) string eld theory of 1986 [5], the Aref’eva-Volovich approach, the
1 This is an English translation of the original Russian version, which is located at the end of
the article as an appendix. In the case of any dierences between English and Russian versions
caused by a translation the least has the priority as the original one.
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central place in which belongs to the nonassociative string algebra [6], the non-
polynomial string theories of B.Zwiebach and other authors [7]. It was found that
despite of the all variability and elegence of algebraic structure of the rst quantized
string theory, which includes the Kac-Moody algebras, the Virasoro algebra Cvir,
the Virasoro-Bott group Vir, the Neretin semigroup Ner, the mantle Mantle(Vir)
of the Virasoro-Bott group, the conformal category Train(Vir), the train of this
group, and the conformal modular functor among others (see, for example, [1-3]
and references wherein), the algebraic structure of the string eld theory is not less
interesting and substantive, and the independence of the theory itself from met-
ric and topology of the background makes it not only sometimes simpler than the
theory of the rst quantized strings (the multiloop computations or computations
on the arbitrary curved background besides the narrow class of known solutions of
the string Einstein equations are more than labour-consuming), but also permits
to account such eects as the bifurcation of the background or backgrounds with
nontrivial topological and analytical structure of the fractal type (with innitely
generated fundamental group). Thus, in the second paper from the unnished se-
ries [3] there was explicated a quantum group structure of the self-interacting string
eld in general features (that hypothetically may connect the known string eld ap-
proaches with the Vladimirov-Volovich adelic formalism [8]). This paper is devoted
to the more detailed discussion of the connection between string eld theory and the
quantum group theory. The rst part contains an analysis of the quantum group
structures in the geometric quantization of the self-interacting string eld, whereas
the second part will be devoted to the quantum dynamics of the transition processes
in the string eld theory (the so-called \string cosmological evolution"). Generally
one may said that the quantum group phenomena naturally appear under a transi-
tion from the tree level of the string eld theory to the consistent nonperturbative
eld description of the loop eects.
1. Innite dimensional noncommutative
geometry of a self-interacting string eld [3]
This paragraph contains an exposition of the main concepts of a string eld the-
ory (bosonic one for simplicity, the supercase needs in slight natural modications)
in the formalism of geometric quantization applied to a self-interacting string eld
(see [3] and also [4]).
The main geometric (geometrodynamic) data of string eld theory (as for a free
eld as for a self-interacting one) are:
{ The innite dimensional linear space Q (or the dual Q) of external degrees of
freedom of a string. The coordinates xn on Q are the Taylor coecients of functions
x(z) that determine the world-sheet of the string in the complexied target space.
{ The flag manifold of the Virasoro-Bott group M(Vir) [9] of the internal de-
grees of freedom of the string, which is identied, via the Kirillov construction
[10], with the class S of univalent functions f(z); the natural coordinates on S




4 + : : :+ cnz
n+1 + : : : .
{ The space C of the universal deformation of the complex disk [11], with M(Vir)
as the base and with bers isomorphic to D+; the coordinates on C are z, c1, c2,
c3, ... cn, ..., where ck are the coordinates on the base and z is the coordinate on
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the bers.
{ The space M(Vir)nQ of both external and internal degrees of freedom of the
string, or, equivalently, the bundle over M(Vir) associated with p : C 7! M(Vir)
whose bers are linear spaces Map(C=M(Vir);Cn) dual to the spaces of mappings
of bers of p : C 7! M(Vir) into Cn (here Cn is a local chart on the background,
see [3,4]).
{ The space ΩSIBP(Eh;c) of semi-innite Banks-Peskin dierential forms, which are
certain geometric objects on M(Vir)nQ of rather complicated structure [3,4] and
constructed using the prequantization bundle over M(Vir), here h and c are the
prequantization data, in particular c is the central charge (in general, it diers from
the dimension of the background).
{ Q is the natural geometric BRST-operator on ΩSIBP(Eh;c); Q
2 = 0 if and only if
c = 26 (with arbitrary dimension of the background).
{ The space ΩSIBP(Eh;c)
 of Siegel string elds with (pseudo)Hermitian metric (j).
{ Q is the Kato-Ogawa BRST-operator in the space of Siegel string elds conjugate
to Q; it denes a new (pseudo)Hermitian metric ((j)) = (jQj) on ΩSIBP(Eh;c)
.
{ FGh;c(M(Vir)) is the Fock-plus-ghost bundle over M(Vir), whose sections are just
the Banks-Peskin dierential forms.
{ The Gauss-Manin string connection rGM on FGh;c(M(Vir)); its covariantly con-
stant sections are the Bowick-Rajeev vacua.
{ DrGM is the covariant dierential with respect to the Gauss-Manin string con-
nection. Its nilpotency on the flat background implies the equality of the central
charge to the background’s dimension.
{ The space ΩSIBP(Eh;c)

GI og gauge-invariant Siegel string elds, which is dual to
the space of Bowick-rajeev vacua; this space possess a (pseudo)Hermitian metric
(j)0, which is the restriction of the metric (j).
{ Q0 is the Kato-Ogawa BRST-operator in the space of gauge-invariant Siegel string
elds (Q = DrGM + Q

0); the (pseudo)Hermitian metric ((j)) is just the restric-
tion of ((j)) to ΩSIBP(Eh;c)

GI. The existence and nilpotency of the Kato-Ogawa
BRST-operator on the flat background implies the equality of its dimension to 26.
Equally with the constructed objects with the xed values of h we shall consider
their direct (discrete or continious) sums over all admissible h (in particular, ΩSIBP;c
as the space of semi-innite Banks-Peskin dierential forms).
Note that the spaces of Banks-Peskin dierential forms, Siegel string elds,
gauge-invariant string elds, Bowick-Rajeev vacua are the superspaces and ob-
jects on them are also superobjects, but we omit the prex \super" for simplicity.
Formulas for the Virasoro algebra actions in all these spaces in the flat or curved
background and for the BRST-operators are contained in [3,4]. The list of datat
above completely characterizes the free string eld theory, the self-interaction claims
to introduce additional algebraic structures. The main spaces of the theory (the
spaces of the Banks-Peskin dierential forms and Siegel string elds) does not de-
pend on the background metric, which determines as geometrodynamic objects of
the string eld theory: (pseudo)Hermitian metrics on the mentioned spaces and
BRST-operators, as the gauge characteristics { the Gauss-Manin string connection
and the related covariant dierential in the Fock-plus-ghost bundle. Note, however,
that the metrics and BRST-operators in the spaces of Banks-Peskin dierential
forms and Siegel string elds, which are considered as abstract linear spaces, in-
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distinguishable for various backgrounds (the independence of the second quantized
string eld theory from the background), the metric on the background is restored
only under the consideration of the spaces as spaces of geometric objects on the
space of both external and internal degrees of freedom of a string. It allows to give
a traditional for the string eld theory interpretation of metrics on the background
and Yang-Mills elds as \low-temperature limits" of elds of closed and open strings
(though the alternatives are possible, for example, to consider the components of
Higgs elds for the Yang-Mills elds of Standard Model in the same sector as a
gravitational one, i.e. in the closed string sector, in view of the presence of the
subsidiary nonmetric degrees of freedom of cohomology of the Virasoro algebra
with coecients in string elds [4,3]). The flatness conditions for the Gauss-Manin
connection (or, equivalently, for the nilpotency of the covariant dierential) are
just the string Einstein equations (which transform into ordinary ones in the \low-
temperature limit"). Therefore, the string Einstein equations may be also dened
as conditions of the existence and the nilpotency of the Kato-Ogawa BRST-operator
in the space of gauge-invariant Siegel string elds.
If the background does not obey the string Einstein equations then the Bowick-
Rajeev vacua do not exist, there are some ways to construct string eld theory in
such situation, for example, to use the Bowick-Rajeev instantons [3]. The questions
of (in)dependence of the resulted theories from the background as on the connected
components of the space of solutions of the string Einstein equations as in whole
are discussed in the second paper from the series [3] (see also refs wherein).
To formulate the self-interacting string eld theory it is convenient to use the
formalism of the local conformal eld algebras, which is based on the ideas of the
noncommutative geometry and which is exposed in details in the original papers
[12] and a review [13] (see also [14]).
Let us consider as in [3] the space ΩBP;enl = Ω
(~C;ΩSIBP;c) of enlarged Banks-
Peskin dierential forms (here ~C is the universal covering of the complex plane
punctured at zero). Let us dene also the space of the enlarged Siegel string elds
Ωsf ;enl = Ω
(~C; (ΩSIBP;c)). Formulas for the action of the Virasoro algebra in the
spaces ΩBP;enl and Ω

sf ;enl are contained in [3]. Let us construct also the enlarged
BRST-operators Qenl and Q

enl as exterior dierentials in the spaces Ω

BP;enl and
Ωsf ;enl from the BRST-operators Q and Q
.
Theorem 1 [3]. The space Ωsf ;enl admits the structure of a BRST-invariant local
conformal eld algebra that is covariant with respect to the Gauss-Manin connection
rGM.
Thus, the space Ωsf ;enl may be regarded as a noncommutative de Rham complex
(cf.[15,16]) with respect to the enlarged BRST-operators. This complex is called
the enlarged string eld algebra. Relations of the enlarged string eld algebra to the
Aref’eva-Volovich nonassociative string eld algebra, which is realized in the space
of Siegel string elds and which is a certain reduction of the associative enlarged
string eld algebra, are described in [3].
The elements of the enlarged string eld algebra Ωsf ;enl form a Lie algebra under
the commutator. This Lie algebra admits a central extension by the imaginary part
of the (pseudo)Hermitian metric ((j)). Consider the connection forms on ~C with
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values in (ΩSIBP;c)
, i.e. gauge elds on ~C valued in Siegel string elds; elements of
Ω0sf ;enl realize the innitesimal gauge transformations of these elds. These gauge
transformations are closed (so we are in the situation of the Witten’s string eld
theory of 1986 [5]), the corresponding Lie algebra is called the Witten string Lie
algebra and is denoted by 	wit (the circled arrow 	 is the code for \string"). The
space of rGM{covariant elements of the Lie algebra 	wit is denoted by 	witrGM
and is also called the witten string Lie algebra. The Witten string Lie algebra 	wit
is just the central extension of the commutator algebra of the zero component of
the enlarged string eld algebra, which is described above.
The are canonical (Lie-Berezin) Poisson brackets on the space 	wit (or 	witGM)
dual to the Witten string Lie algebra 	wit (or 	witGM), which can be quantized
as such.
The Lie-Berezin brackets in the coadjoint representation of the Witten string Lie
algebra may be reduced to the nonpolynomial brackets in the space of all function-
als on the Banks-Peskin dierential forms (or Bowick-Rajeev vacua), a procedure
of the Hamiltonian reduction is described in [3] and follows the general scheme
of reduction of Lie-Berezin brackets (see, for example, [17]). These nonpolyno-
mial brackets generate a Lie quasi(pseudo)algebra (quasialgebra in the terminology
of [18], see also [19], and pseudoalgebra in the terminology of [17]) of innites-
imal nonpolynomial gauge transformations. The nonpolynomial transformations
on the space of Bowick-Rajeev vacua were considered in [7]; they generate a Lie
quasi(pseudo)algebra, which is denoted by 	zwierGM and is called the Zwiebach
string Lie quasi(pseudo)algebra; the related quasi(pseudo)algebra on the space of
Banks-Peskin dierential forms is denoted by 	zwie and has the same name. Non-
polynomial brackets are realized in functionals on the space 	zwie (or 	zwierGM)
dual to the Lie quasi(pseudo)algebra 	zwie (or 	zwierGM). The Zwiebach string
Lie quasi(pseudo)algebra may be obtained from the Aref’eva-Volovich nonassocia-
tive string eld algebra as its \commutator" algebra. More precisely, the higher
operations of the Sabinin-Mikheev multialgebra [20] constructed from the Zwiebach
string Lie quasi(pseudo)algebra are just the higher commutators in the Aref’eva-
Volovich nonassociative string eld algebra.
Thus, the nonpolynomial string eld theory [7] in the space of Banks-Peskin
dierential forms (or Bowick-Rajeev vacua) can be obtained from the cubic Witten-
type string eld theory [5] in the enlarged space by use of the Hamiltonian reduction.
Moreover, the approach of the papers [7] on the nonpolynomial eld theory appears
to be equivalent to the approach of I.Ya.Aref’eva and I.V.Volovich [6] based on the
nonassociative string eld algebra.
2. Quantum group structure of a self-interacting string eld
Note that there are two ways to quantize the self-interacting string eld. First,
one may quantize the nonpolynomial Poisson brackets themselves, for instance in
the formalism of asymptotic quantization [17]. Second, quantum theory may be
obtained by a quantum reduction of the quantized Lie-Berezin brackets on the
space 	witrGM ; in this case the algebra of quantum observables is identied with
certain quantum reduction of the universal envelopping algebra U(	witrGM) of the
Witten string Lie algebra. Both variants are of a undoubtful interest from the
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mathematical point of view and look rather natural. However, below we shall try
to unravel a very important nuance signicantly changing the initial \na¨ve" point
of view.
We stress that the objects constructed above describe a self-interacting string
eld theory only on the tree level, i.e. dene the so-called \classical string eld
theory" in the terminology of [21]. To describe the string eld theory completely
and consistently in the nonperturbative mode it is necessary to use the following
crucial result.
Theorem 2 [3]. The Witten string Lie algebra 	witrGM) (or 	wit) admits the
structure of a Lie bialgebra.
Proof of this theorem is based on the auxiliary statement that the enlarged string
eld algebra is a crossing-algebra [3].
Thus, there is explicated a quantum group structure of a self-interacting string
eld theory on the quasiclassical level (cf.[22,17]). So on the quantum level [23] the
algebra of observables is described by the quantum universal envelopping algebra
Uq(	witrGM) (or Uq(	wit)), or, precisely, by some its quantum reduction, however,
the explicit construction of such innite dimensional Hopf algebra is not known.
Before to pass to a description of the quantum algebra of observables for the self-
inteacting string eld theory in the concrete cases let us examine the process of
reduction on the quasiclassical level, otherwords, determine in what the Witten
string Lie bialgebra is transformed under the reduction of the Lie-Berezin brackets
constructed from the Witten string Lie algebra to the nonpolynomial Poisson brack-
ets (remind, that the Witten string Lie algebra itself transforms into the Zwiebach
string Lie quasi(pseudo)algebra).
Theorem 3. The Zwiebach string Lie quasi(pseudo)algebra 	zwierGM (or
	zwie)
admits the structure of the cojacobian quasibialgebra.
Cojacobian quasibialgebras [24] form a class of Lie protobialgebras dual to the
jacobian quasibialgebras (Lie quasibialgebras in the terminology of V.G.Drinfeld
[25]).
To prove the theorem one should apply a reduction to the double of the witten
string Lie bialgebra with a translation invariant bracket.
Remind that the cojacobian quasibialgebras are the innitesimal objects for the
Poisson quasigroups [24] (whereas the jacobian quasibialgebras { for quasiPoisson
Lie groups [25]). Thus, the Zwiebach string Lie quasibialgebra realizes a quasiclas-
sical version of the nonlinear geometric algebra [26] on the innitesimal level, whose
purely quantum version is not known nowadays. A relation between the structure
of cojacobian quasibialgebra and such object of the nonlinear geometric algebra as
Sabinin-Mikheev multialgebra was explicated in [24]. A specic character of the
innite dimensional situation is in the fact that perhaps none global quasigroup
corresponds to the mentioned innitesimal objects.
Let us pass now from the quasiclassics to the explicit construction of the (en-
larged) quantum algebra of observables Uq(	witrGM) in the concerete cases (and
without acoount of ghosts, i.e. in the Fock sector, for simplicity). Consider a
flat compact background isomorphic to the quotient of the euclidean space by the
root lattice of the semisimple Lie algebra g. In this case the enlarged string eld
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algebra in the space of enlarged gauge-invariant Siegel string elds Ω0sf ;enl (more
precisely, in its Fock sector Ω0sf ;enl;F ) is a local conformal eld algebra received
by a renormalization of the pointwise product of operator elds [3,13,14] (see also
[27]) from the vertex operator algebra constructed by this lattice [28]. Hence, the
linear space Ω0sf ;enl;F may be identied with the space U(g^+))[[t]] of semi-innite
formal power series with coecients in the universal envelopping algebra of the
positive (nonnegative) component of the Kac-Moody algebra g+. Note that the
vertex operator algebra is generated by its currents (primary elds of spin 1), the
components of which from the Kac-Moody algebra g^, therefore the enlarged string
eld algebra is a quotient of the universal envelopping algebra U(g^) of the Lie
algebra g^ by its ideal J . Therefore, the Witten string Lie algebra 	witrGM;F
(the symbol F means the Fock sector) is a quotient of the commutator algebra
U[;](g^) by the ideal J[;]. The quantum version of the Witten string Lie algebra
can be obtained in the following way: consider the quantum universal envelopping
algebra Uq(g^) supplied by the q-commutator; in view of an existence of the q-vertex
construction for this algebra, the ideal J can be deformed to an ideal Jq of the
algebra Uq(g^), which is closed under the q-commutator; the relations between the
elements of Uq(g^)=Jq dened by q-commutator are just the dening ones in the
quantum Witten string algebra Uq(	witrGM;F ).
Note taht in this important for the string theory class of examples on the in-
termediate step of the construction of the quantum Witten string algebra realizing
a quantum version of gauge symmetries of string elds an object (enlarged string
eld algebra), which is natural to be considered from point of view of the 2-loop
formalism in theories of strings and integrable systems [29], appeared. Moreover,
it will be too interesting to examine how the modular invariance of the rst quan-
tized string explicates itself in the quantum group formalism of the nonperturbative
string eld theory.
Thus, various quantum group structures of the string eld theory as on the qua-
siclassical as on the quantum levels were explored in the paper. General statements
were formulated, examples were examined, new aspects of the theory of quan-
tum groups were demonstrated (i.e. relations to the nonlinear geometric algebra,
namely, the quasiclassical versions of so-called \quantum quasigroups" and \quan-
tum loops") in the context of the second quantization of a string under a transition
from the tree level to the consistent account of the loop eects in nonperturbative
string eld theory.
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ul.Mikluho-Makla 20-180, Moskva 117437 Rossi.
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REZME. Danna rabota posvwena opisani kvantovogruppovyh struktur v
geometriqeskom kvantovanii samodestvuwego strunnogo pol, voznikawih pri
perehode s drevesnogo urovn teorii k uqetu petlevyh ffektov v neperturbativno
kvantovopolevo teorii strun.
Teori (super)strun, predstavlwa sobo naibolee sovremenny i
perspektivny podhod k obedineni Standartno Modeli ili ee super-
obobweni s kvantovo gravitacie v edinu posledovatel~nu teori
lementarnyh qastic i ih vzaimodestvi, cuwestvuet v dvuh vidah: kak
teori perviqnokvantovannyh strun (strunna kvantova mehanika) i kak
strunna teori pol (teori vtoriqnokvantovannyh strun) [1,2]. K qis-
lu dostoinstv pervogo podhoda nardu s tehniqeskimi obstotel~stvami
otnosits prozraqnost~ geometriqeskogo opisani processov vzaimodes-
tvi qastic, v to vrem kak ee suwestvennymi nedostatkami vlts, vo-
pervyh, trudnost~ posledovatel~nogo uqeta neperturbativnyh ffektov,
vo-vtoryh, vna zavisimost~ formulirovki teorii ot metriki i topo-
logii bkgraunda. Obe trudnosti preptstvut ispol~zovani to teo-
rii kak dl zadaq kvantovo gravitacii, tak i dl edinogo kvantovogo
opisani gravitacii i pole nga-Millsa Standartno Modeli i ee su-
perobobweni. Vtoro podhod v teorii strun, strunna teori pol,
kombiniruwi strunny i kvantovopolevo podhody, svoboden ot uka-
zannyh nedostatkov (i, krome togo, predstavlet interes dl kvantovopo-
levo teorii vihre v kvantovyh idkosth), odnako, ego sravnitel~na
slonost~ i gromozdkost~ pri konkretnyh vyqislenih, a take obilie
raznorodnyh i vnexne ne svzannyh medu sobo koncepci delali ego
primenenie do nedavnego vremeni zatrudnitel~nym. V rabotah avtora [3]
(sm.take [4]) byl dan ediny formalizm strunno teorii pol, osnovy-
vawis na geometriqeskom kvantovanii i pozvolivxi svzat~ medu
sobo drugie izvestnye podhody, naprimer, baziruwus na nekommu-
tativno geometrii polinomial~nu (kubiqnu) strunnu teori pol
Vittena 1986 goda [5], podhod Aref~evo{Voloviqa, central~noe mesto v
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kotorom zanimaet neassociativna strunna algebra [6], nepolinomial~-
nye strunnye teorii Cvibaha i drugih avtorov [7]. Pri tom okazalos~,
qto pri vse mnogogrannosti i izwestve algebraiqesko struktury teo-
rii perviqnokvantovannyh strun, vklqawe v seb algebry Kaca{Mu-
di, algebru Virasoro Cvir, gruppu Virasoro{Botta Vir, polugruppu Ne-
retina Ner, manti Mantle(Vir) gruppy Virasoro{Botta, konformnu ka-
tegori Train(Vir), xlef to gruppy, i konformny modulrny funk-
tor sredi proqih (sm.naprimer, [1-3] i ssylki v nih), algebraiqeska
struktura strunno teorii pol ne menee interesna i soderatel~na, a
nezavisimost~ samo teorii ot metriki i topologii bkgraunda delaet ee
ne tol~ko inogda bolee prosto, qem teori perviqnokvantovannyh strun
(mnogopetlevye vyqisleni ili vyqisleni na obwem iskrivlennom bk-
graunde vne sravnitel~no uzkogo klassa izvestnyh rexeni strunnyh ura-
vneni nxtena v kotoro bolee qem trudoemki), no i pozvolwe
uqityvat~ ffekty tipa perestroek bkgraunda ili bkgraundy s ne-
trivial~no topologiqesko i analitiqesko strukturo fraktal~nogo
tipa (beskoneqnoporodenno fundamental~no gruppo). Tak vo vtoro
rabote iz neokonqennogo cikla [3] byla vyvlena v obwih qertah kvan-
tovogruppova struktura samodestvuwego strunnogo pol (qto, pred-
poloitel~no, moet svzyvat~ imewies strunnopolevye podhody s
adel~nym formalizmom Vladimirova{Voloviqa [8] i s idemi kvanto-
vani prostranstva-vremeni v celom, sm.naprimer, [9:xx33,34]). Bolee
detal~nomu obsudeni svzi strunno teorii pol s teorie kvantovyh
grupp i posvwena danna rabota. V pervo qasti obsudats kvanto-
vogruppovye struktury v geometriqeskom kvantovanii samodestvuwego
strunnogo pol, v to vrem kak vtora qast~ budet posvwena kvantovo
dinamike perehodnyh processov v strunno teorii pol (t.n. \strunno
kosmologiqesko volcii"). V celom, mono skazat~, qto kvantovogrup-
povye vleni voznikat estestvennym obrazom pri perehode s dreves-
nogo urovn v strunno teorii pol k posledovatel~nomu neperturbativ-
nomu polevomu opisani petlevyh ffektov.
1. Beskoneqnomerna nekommutativna
geometri samodestvuwego strunnogo pol [3]
V dannom paragrafe kratko izlagats osnovnye ponti strunno
teorii pol (dl prostoty bozonno, supersluqa trebuet neznaqitel~-
nyh estestvennyh modifikaci) v formalizme geometriqeskogo kvantova-
ni primenitel~no k samodestvuwemu strunnomu pol (sm.[3], a take
[4]).
Osnovnymi geometriqeskimi (geometrodinamiqeskimi) dannymi strun-
no teorii pol (kak dl svobodnogo pol, tak i dl samodestvuwego)
vlts:
{ Beskoneqnomernoe linenoe prostranstvo Q (ili emu dvostvennoe Q)
vnexnih stepene svobody struny. Koordinaty xn na Q sut~ telorovs-
kie kofficienty funkci x(z), opredelwih mirovo list struny v
kompleksificirovannom prostranstve.
{ Mnogoobrazie flagov gruppy Virasoro-Botta M(Vir) [10] vnutrennih
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stepene svobody struny, otodestvlemoe posredstvom konstrukcii Ki-
rillova [11] s klassom S odnolistnyh funkci f(z); estestvennye koor-
dinaty na S { kofficienty ck telorovskogo razloeni odnolistno
funkcii f(z): f(z) = z + c1z
2 + c2z
3 + c3z
4 + : : :+ cnz
n+1 + : : : .
{ Prostranstvo C universal~no deformacii kompleksnogo diska [12] s
M(Vir) v kaqestve bazy i slomi, izomorfnymi ediniqnomu kompleksnomu
disku D+; koordinaty na C sut~ z, c1, c2, c3, ... cn, ..., gde ck { koordinaty
na baze i z { koordinata v sloh (prostranstvo universal~no deforma-
cii kak rassloenie dopuskaet estestvennu trivializaci).
{ ProstranstvoM(Vir)nQ kak vnexnih, tak i vnutrennih stepene svobo-
dy struny, ili, qto kvivalentno, rassloenie nad M(Vir), associirovan-
noe s p : C 7!M(Vir), q~i sloi { linenye prostranstva Map(C=M(Vir);Cn),
dvostvennye k prostranstvam otobraeni sloev rassloeni p : C 7!
M(Vir) v Cn (zdes~ Cn { lokal~na karta na bkgraunde, sm.[3,4]).
{ Prostranstvo ΩSIBP(Eh;c) polubeskoneqnyh differencial~nyh form Bnksa{
Peskina, ti formy sut~ nekotorye differencial~nye obekty naM(Vir)n
Q dovol~no slono struktury [3,4], svzannye s rassloeniem predkvan-
tovani na M(Vir), gde h i c { dannye predkvantovani, v qastnosti c {
central~ny zard (voobwe govor, otliqny ot razmernosti bkgraun-
da).
{ Q { estestvenny geometriqeski BRST-operator na ΩSIBP(Eh;c); Q
2 = 0,




strunnyh pole Zigel s (psevdo)rmitovo
metriko (j).
{ Q { BRST-operator Kato{Ogavy v prostranstve strunnyh pole Zi-
gel, soprenny Q; on opredelet novu (psevdo)rmitovu metriku
((j)) = (jQj) na ΩSIBP(Eh;c)

.
{ FGh;c(M(Vir)) { fokovsko-gostovoe rassloenie nad M(Vir), q~i seqeni {
polubeskoneqnye differencial~nye formy Bnksa{Peskina.
{ Strunna svznost~ Gaussa{Manina rGM v rassloenii FGh;c(M(Vir)),
kovariantno postonnye seqeni fokovsko-gostovogo rassloeni sut~ va-
kuumy Bovika{Radiva.
{ Kovariantny differencial DrGM { kovariantny differencial po
otnoxeni k svznosti Gaussa{Manina. Na ploskom bkgraunde ego nil~-




GI kalibrovoqno-invariantnyh strunnyh pole
Zigel, dvostvennoe k prostranstvu vakuumov Bovika{Radiva; to pro-
stranstvo nadelets (psevdo)rmitovo metriko (j)0, redukcie metri-
ki (j).
{ Q0 { BRST-operator Kato-Ogavy v prostranstve kalibrovoqno-inva-
riantnyh strunnyh pole Zigel (Q = DrGM + Q

0); (psevdo)rmitova
metrika ((j)) { redukci ((j)) na ΩSIBP(Eh;c)

GI. Suwestvovanie i nil~-
potentnost~ BRST-operatora Kato-Ogavy na ploskom bkgraunde vleqet
ravenstvo ego razmernosti qislu 26.
Nardu s postroennymi obektami pri fiksirovannyh znaqenih h bu-
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dem rassmatrivat~ ih prmye (diskretnye ili nepreryvnye) summy po
vsem dopustimym h (v qastosti, ΩSIBP;c { prostranstvo polubeskoneqnyh
form Bnksa{Peskina).
Otmetim, qto prostranstva differencial~nyh form Bnksa{Peskina,
strunnyh pole Zigel, kalibrovoqno-invariantnyh strunnyh pole, va-
kuumov Bovika{Radiva vlts superprostranstvami, i obekty na
nih take vlts superobektami, no my dl kratkosti opuskaem pri-
stavku \super". Formuly dl destvi algebry Virasoro vo vseh uka-
zannyh prostranstvah kak v ploskom, tak i v iskrivlennom bkgraunde,
a take dl BRST-operatorov soderats v [3,4]. Privedenny spisok
dannyh polnost~ harakterizuet svobodnu strunnu teori pol, sa-
modestvie trebuet vvedeni dopolnitel~nyh algebraiqeskih struktur.
Osnovnye prostranstva teorii (prostranstva differencial~nyh form
Bnksa{Peskina i strunnyh pole Zigel) ne zavist ot metriki bkgra-
unda, kotora opredelet kak geometrodinamiqeskie obekty strunno
teorii pol: (psevdo)rmitovy metriki na ukazannyh prostranstvah i
BRST-operatory, tak i kalibrovoqnye harakteristiki { strunnu svz-
nost~ Gaussa{Manina i sootvetstvuwi kovariantny differencial v
fokovsko-gostovom rassloenii. Otmetim, odnako, qto metriki i BRST-
operatory v prostranstvah differencial~nyh form Bnksa{Peskina i
strunnyh pole Zigel, rassmatrivaemyh kak abstraktnye linenye pro-
stranstva, nerazliqimy dl razliqnyh bkgraundov (nezavisimost~ teo-
rii vtoriqnokvantovannyh svobodnyh strun ot bkgraunda), metrika na
bkgraunde vosstanavlivaets pri rassmotrenii ukazannyh prostranstv
kak prostranstv geometriqeskih obektov na prostranstve vnexnih i vnu-
trennih stepene svobody struny. to pozvolet dat~ tradicionnu
dl strunno teorii pol interpretaci metrik na bkgraunde i pole
nga{Millsa kak \nizkotemperaturnyh predelov" pole zamknutyh i ot-
krytyh strun (hot vozmony al~ternativy, naprimer, rassmatrivat~
komponenty higgsovskih pole dl pole nga-Millsa Standartno Mo-
deli v tom e sektore, qto i gravitacionnoe, t.e. v sektore zamknu-
tyh strun, v silu suwestvovani dopolnitel~nyh nemetriqeskih stepene
svobody kogomologi algebry Virasoro s kofficientami v strunnyh
polh [4,3]). Uslovi ploskosti svznosti Gaussa{Manina (ili, qto to
e samoe, nil~potentnosti kovariantnogo differenciala) sut~ strunnye
uravneni nxtena (perehodwie v obyqnye v \nizkotemperaturnom
predele"). Kak sledstvie, strunnye uravneni nxtena mono opre-
delit~ i kak uslovi suwestvovani i nil~potentnosti BRST-operatora
Kato{Ogavy v prostranstve kalibrovoqno-invariantnyh strunnyh pole
Zigel.
Esli bkgraund ne udovletvoret strunnym uravnenim nxtena, to
vakuumy Bovika{Radiva ne suwestvut, v to situacii est~ rd recep-
tov postroeni strunno teorii pol, naprimer, ispol~zovanie instanto-
nov Bovika{Radiva [3]. Voprosy zavisimosti (nezavisimosti) poluqa-
wihs teori ot bkgraunda kak na svznyh komponentah prostranstva
rexeni strunnyh uravneni nxtena, tak i v celom, obsudats vo
vtoro iz rabot [3] (i ssylki v ne).
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Dl formulirovki teorii samodestvuwego strunnogo pol udobno
ispol~zovat~ opirawis na idei nekommutativno geometrii forma-
lizm lokal~nyh konformnyh polevyh algebr, podrobno izloenny v ori-
ginal~nyh rabotah [13] i obzore [14] (sm.take [15]).
Rassmotirim, sledu [3], prostranstvo ΩBP;enl = Ω
(~C;ΩSIBP;c) rasxi-
rennyh differencial~nyh form Bnksa{Peskina (zdes~
~C { universal~-
noe nakrytie prokoloto v nule kompleksno ploskosti). Opredelim tak-
e prostranstvo rasxirennyh strunnyh pole Zigel Ωsf ;enl =Ω
(~C; (ΩSIBP;c)).
Formuly dl destvi algebry Virasoro v prostranstvah ΩBP;enl i Ω

sf ;enl
soderats v [3]. Postroim take rasxirennye BRST-operatory Qenl i





iz BRST-operatorov Q i Q.
Teorema 1 [3]. Prostranstvo Ωsf ;enl dopuskaet strukturu BRST-invari-
antno lokal~no konformno polevo algebry, kovariantno po otnoxe-
ni k strunno svznosti Gaussa{Manina rGM.
Takim obrazom, prostranstvo Ωsf ;enl moet rassmatrivat~s kak nekom-
mutativny kompleks de Rama (sr.[16,17]) po otnoxeni k rasxirennym
BRST-operatoram. tot kompleks nazyvaets rasxirenno strunno po-
levo algebro. Svz~ rasxirenno strunno polevo algebry s neassoci-
ativno strunno polevo algebro Aref~evo{Voloviqa, realizuwes v
prostranstve strunnyh pole Zigel i predstavlwe sobo nekotoru
snimawu rasxirenie redukci associativno rasxirenno strunno
polevo algebry, opisana v [3].
lementy rasxirenno strunno polevo algebry Ωsf ;enl obrazut al-
gebru Li otnositel~no kommutatora. ta algebra Li dopuskaet cent-
ral~noe rasxirenie pri pomowi mnimo qasti (psevdo)rmitovo met-
riki ((j)). Rassmotrim formy svznosti na ~C so znaqenimi v (ΩSIBP;c),
t.e. kalibrovoqnye pol na
~C so znaqenimi v strunnyh polh Zigel;
lementy Ω0sf ;enl realizut infinitezimal~nye kalibrovoqnye preobra-
zovani tih pole. ti kalibrovoqnye preobrazovani zamknuty (i
tem samym my okazyvaems v situacii strunno teorii pol Vittena
1986 goda [5]), sootvetstvuwa algebra Li nazyvaets vittenovsko
strunno algebro Li i oboznaqaets
	wit (krugova strelka 	 vlet-
s simvolom struny). Prostranstvo rGM{kovariantnyh lementov al-
gebry Li
	wit oboznaqaets 	witrGM i take nazyvaets vittenovsko
strunno algebro Li. Vittenovska strunna algebra Li
	wit est~ v
toqnosti central~noe rasxirenie kommutatorno algebry nulevo kom-
ponenty rasxirenno strunno polevo algebry, opisannoe vyxe.
Na prostranstve
	wit (ili 	witGM), dvostvennom k vittenovsko strun-
no algebre Li
	wit (ili 	witGM) zadany kanoniqeskie skobki Puassona
{ skobki Li{Berezina, kotorye kvantuts kak takovye.
Skobki Li{Berezina v koprisoedinennom predstavlenii vittenovsko
strunno algebry Li mogut byt~ reducirovany do nepolinomial~nyh
skobok v prostranstve funkcionalov na differencial~nyh formah Bn-
ksa{Peskina (ili vakuumah Bovika{Radiva), procedura gamil~tonovo
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redukcii opisana v [3] i sleduet obwe sheme redukcii skobok Li{Bere-
zina (sm.naprimer, [18]). ti nepolinomial~nye skobki porodat kva-
zi(psevdo)algebru Li (kvazialgebru v terminologii [19], sm.take [20], i
psevdoalgebru v terminologii [18]) infinitezimal~nyh nepolinomial~-
nyh kalibrovoqnyh preobrazovani. ti nepolinomial~nye preobrazo-
vani na prostranstve vakuumov Bovika{Radiva byli rassmotreny v
[7]; oni obrazut kvazi(psevdo)algebru Li, oboznaqaemu
	zwierGM i
nazyvaemu cvibahovsko strunno kvazi(psevdo)algebro Li; sootvet-
stvuwa kvazi(psevdo)algebra Li na prostranstve differencial~nyh
form Bnksa{Peskina oboznaqaets
	zwie i imeet to e nazvanie. Ne-
polinomial~nye skobki Puassona realizuts v funkcionalah na pro-
stranstve
	zwie (ili 	zwierGM), dvostvennom k kvazi(psevdo)algebre
Li
	zwie (ili 	zwierGM). Cvibahovska strunna kvazi(psevdo)algebra
Li moet byt~ poluqena iz neassociativno strunno polevo algebry
Aref~evo{Voloviqa kak ee \kommutatorna" algebra. Bolee toqno, vys-
xie operacii v mul~tialgebre Sabinina{Miheeva [21], postroenno po
cvibahovsko strunno kvazi(psevdo)algebre Li, sut~ v toqnosti vysxie
kommutatory v neassociativno strunno polevo algebre Aref~evo{
Voloviqa.
Takim obrazom, nepolinomial~na strunna teori pol [7] v prost-
ranstve differencial~nyh form Bnksa{Peskina (ili vakuumov Bovika{
Radiva) moet byt~ poluqena iz kubiqno strunno teorii vittenov-
skogo tipa [5] v rasxirennom prostranstve pri pomowi gamil~tonovo
redukcii. Pri tom podhod rabot [7] po nepolinomial~no teorii pol
okazyvaets kvivalentnym podhodu I..Aref~evo i I.V.Voloviqa [6],
osnovyvawemus na neassociativno strunno polevo algebre.
2. Kvantovogruppova struktura samodestvuwego strunnogo pol
Zametim, qto kvantovanie samodestvuwego strunnogo pol moet os-
uwestvlt~s dvokim obrazom. Vo-pervyh, mono kvantovat~ sami nepo-
linomia	nye skobki Puassona, naprimer, v formalizme asimptotiqesko-
go kvantovani [18]. Vo-vtoryh, kvantova teori moet byt~ poluqena
pri pomowi kvantovo redukcii kvantovannyh skobok Li{Berezina na
prostranstve
	witrGM; pri tom algebra kvantovyh nabldaemyh oto-
destvlets s nekotoro kvantovo redukcie universal~no obertyva-
we algebry U(	witrGM) vittenovsko strunno algebry Li. Oba vari-
anta predstavlt nesomnennu interes s matematiqesko toqki zreni i
vygldt dostatoqno estestvennymi. Odnako, nie my postaraems vy-
vit~ odin nemalovany nans, znaqitel~no izmenwi pervonaqal~-
ny \naivny" vzgld na predmet.
Otmetim, qto obekty, postroennye vyxe, opisyvat samodestvu-
wu strunnu teori pol tol~ko na drevesnom urovne, t.e. zadat t.n.
\klassiqesku strunnu teori pol" v terminologii [22]. Dl togo
qtoby opisat~ strunnu teori pol polnost~ i posledovatel~no ne-
perturbativno, neobhodimo ispol~zovat~ sleduwi klqevo rezul~tat.
Teorema 2 [3]. Vittenovska strunna algebra Li
	witrGM) (ili 	wit)
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dopuskaet strukturu bialgebry Li.
Dokazatel~stvo to teoremy opiraets na promeutoqnoe utverde-
nie o tom, qto rasxirenna strunna poleva algebra vlets krossing-
algebro [3].
Itak, na kvaziklassiqeskom urovne (sr.[23,18]) vyvlena kvantovogrup-
pova struktura samodestvuwe strunno teorii pol. Takim obra-
zom, na kvantovom urovne [24] algebra nabldaenyh opisyvaets kvan-
tovo universal~no obertyvawe algebro Uq(	witrGM) (ili Uq(	wit)),
ili, toqnee, ee nekotoro kvantovo redukcie, odnako, vna konstrukci
to beskoneqnomerno algebry Hopfa neizvestna. Prede, qem pereti
k opisani kvantovo algebry nabldaemyh samodestvuwe strunno
teorii pol v konkretnyh sluqah, razberem process redukcii na kva-
ziklassiqeskom urovne, inymi slovami, vysnim, vo qto preobrazuets
vittenovska strunna bialgebra Li pri redukcii skobok Li{Berezina,
otveqawih vittenovsko strunno algebre Li, do nepolinomial~nyh
skobok Puassona (napomnim, qto sama vittenovska strunna algebra Li
perehodit v cvibahovsku strunnu kvazi(psevdo)algrbu Li).
Teorema 3. Cvibahovska strunna kvazi(psevdo)algebra Li
	zwierGM (ili
	zwie) obladaet strukturo kokobievo kvazibialgebry.
Kokobievy kvazibialgebry [25] vlts klassom protobialgebr Li,
dvostvennym kobievym kvazibialgebram (kvazibialgebram Li v termi-
nologii V.G.Drinfel~da [26]).
Dl dokazatel~stva teoremy dostatoqno primenit~ redukci k dubl
vittenovsko strunno bialgebry Li s translcionno{invariantno sko-
bko.
Napomnim, qto kokobievy kvazibialgebry vlts infinitezimal~-
nym obektom dl puassonovyh kvazigrupp [25] (v to vrem kak kobievy
kvazibialgebry { dl kvazipuassonovyh grupp Li [26]). Takim obra-
zom, cvibahovska strunna kvazibialgebra Li realizuet na infinite-
zimal~nom urovne kvaziklassiqesku versi nelineno geometriqesko
algebry [27], qisto kvantova versi kotoror0 do sih por ne izvestna.
Svz~ medu strukturo kokobievo kvazibialgebry i takim obektom
nelineno geometriqesko algebry kak mul~tialgebra Sabinina{Mihe-
eva vyvlena v [25]. Specifika beskoneqnomerno situacii provlet-
s v tom, qto, po{vidimomu, ukazannym infinitezimal~nym obektam ne
sootvetstvuet nikaka global~na kvazigruppa.
Peredem teper~ ot kvaziklassiki k vnomu postroeni (rasxirenno)
kvantovo algebry nabldaemyh Uq(	witrGM) v qastnyh sluqah (i dl
prostoty bez uqeta gostov, t.e. v fokovskom sektore). Rassmotrim plos-
ki kompaktny bkgraund, izomorfny faktoru evklidova prostranstva
po rexetke korne poluprosto algebry Li g. V tom sluqae rasxiren-
na strunna poleva algebra v prostranstve rasxirennyh kalibrovoq-
no-invariantnyh strunnyh pole Zigel Ω0sf ;enl (toqnee, v ee fokovskom
sektore Ω0sf ;enl;F ) vlets lokal~no konformno polevo algebro, po-
luqenno perenormirovko potoqeqnogo proizvedeni operatornyh pole
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[3,14,15] (sm.take [28]) iz algebry verxinnyh operatorov, postroen-
nyh po to rexetke [29]. Sledovatel~no, linenoe prostranstvo Ω0sf ;enl;F
moet byt~ otodestvleno s prostranstvom U(g^+))[[t]] polubeskoneqnyh
formal~nyh stepennyh rdov s kofficientami v universal~no oberty-
vawe algebre poloitel~no komponenty algebry Kaca{Mudi g+. Ot-
metim, qto algebra verxinnyh operatorov porodaets svoimi tokami
(perviqnymi polmi spina 1), komponenty kotoryh obrazut algebru
Kaca{Mudi g^, potomu rasxirenna strunna poleva algebra vlet-
s faktoralgebro universal~no obertyvawe algebry U(g^) algebry
Li g^ po nekotoromu idealy J . Kak sledstvie, vittenovska strunna
algebra Li
	witrGM;F (simvol F oznaqaet fokovski sektor) vlets
faktoralgebro kommutatorno algebry U[;](g^) po idealu J[;]. Kvanto-
va versi vittenovsko strunno algebry Li poluqaets sleduwim
obrazom: rassmotrim kvantovu universal~nu obertyvawu Uq(g^),
snabennu q{kommutatorom; v silu suwestvovani q{verteksno konst-
rukcii dl to algebry, ideal J moet byt~ prodeformirovan do ide-
ala Jq algebry Uq(g^), zamknutogo otnositel~no q{kommutatora; sootnoxe-
ni medu lementami Uq(g^)=Jq, zadavaemye q{kommutatorom, i vlts
opredelwimi v kvantovo vittenovsko strunno algebre Uq(	witrGM;F ).
Otmetim, qto v dannom klasse primerov, vanom s toqki zreni strun-
no teorii, realizuwe kvantovu versi kalibrovoqnyh simmetri
strunnyh pole, voznikal obekt (rasxirenna strunna poleva algeb-
ra), kotory (kak i ego kvantovanie) estestvenno bylo by rassmatrivat~
v ramkah 2-petlevogo formalizma v teorii strun i integriruemyh sistem
[30]. Krome togo, bylo by interesno vyvit~, kakim obrazom provlet-
s modulrna invariantnost~ perviqnokvantovanno struny v kvantovo-
gruppovom formalizme neperturbativno strunno teorii pol.
Itak, v danno rabote issledovany razliqnye kvantovogruppovye struk-
tury strunno teorii pol kak na kvaziklassiqeskom, tak i na kvantovom
urovne. Sformulirovany obwie utverdeni, razobrany primery, pro-
demonstrirovany novye aspekty teorii kvantovyh grupp (naprimer, sv-
zi s nelineno geometriqesko algebro { kvaziklassiqeskie versii t.n.
\kvantovyh kvazigrupp" i \kvantovyh lup") v kontekste vtoriqnogo kvan-
tovani struny pri perehode s drevesnogo urovn k posledovatel~nomu
uqetu petlevyh ffektov v ramkah neperturbativno strunno teorii
pol.
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